Abstract-The handwriting of an individual may vary excessively with many factors such as mood, time, space, writing speed, writing medium, utensils etc. Therefore, it becomes more challenging to perform automated writer verification/ identification on a particular set of handwritten patterns (e.g. speedy handwriting) of a person, especially when the system is trained using a different set of writing patterns (e.g. normal/medium speed) of that same person. However, it would be interesting to experimentally analyze if there exists any implicit characteristic of individuality which is insensitive to high intra-variable handwriting. In this paper, we work on writer identification/verification from offline Bengali handwriting of high intra-variability. To this end, we use two separate models for the writer identification/verification task: (a) hand-crafted features with an SVM model and (b) auto-derived features with a recurrent neural network. For experimentation, we have generated a handwriting database from 100 writers and have obtained some interesting results on training-testing with different writing speeds.
INTRODUCTION
"Handwriting" is basically a kind of pattern. However, from the pre-historic era, it bears the connotation of human civilization. The handwriting instrument progressed from finger and wedge (on clay/sand and stone-based medium) to quill, pencil, fountain/ball-point pen, and again finger (on the touch-screen of a smart device). Though the world is going fast towards paperless e-world, "handwriting remains just as vital to the enduring saga of civilization ( ̶ Michael R. Sull)".
For computer scientists, automated analysis of handwriting is a recognized field-of-study owing to the ever-increasing complexity of extreme variation and having the positive impacts on the fields of Forensics, Biometrics, Library and Data Science.
The handwriting pattern varies with the person due to individual writing style. This is termed as inter-class variance. It is also noted that handwriting samples of a single person vary extensively with many factors such as mood, time, space (geographical location), writing medium and utensils. This is referred to as intra-class variance. In the existence of excessive variation among specimens of a particular writer, a writer may still recognize his/her own handwriting. Some implicit characteristics may be the reason for this.
In the field of forensics and biometrics, verifying/ identifying a writer from handwriting sample is sometimes essential. Now-a-days, the computer-assisted automated analysis is also quite popular in this application. Writer verification is a task used to verify that a given document is written by a certain individual or not. In writer identification, the goal is to match the writers to their handwriting specimens.
In the literature of Document Image Analysis (DIA), interest has grown in the area of automated writer identification/ verification for the last four decades. A detailed survey of research work on this topic up to the year 1989 has been reported in [1] . Recent advancements on writer identification/verification can be found in [2] . The latest addition of tools to this domain is the extensive use of deeplearning-based techniques mentioned in [16] .
However, most of the past research work has focused on ideal handwriting without noise. In reality, a handwritten page may contain various writing errors such as struck-outs/crossouts, doodles, and noise, which has intruded through ruling lines, printed characters, logos, stamps etc. Chen et al. [3] studied the impact of ruling line removal on writer identification. They showed that the performance improved by retaining the ruling lines instead of deleting those. Another work in [4] reported the effect of struck-out texts on writer identification. The authors noted that the presence of struckout texts in a handwritten document degrades the performance of identification.
In this paper, we focus on the intra-class variation of handwriting, where an individual produces some handwriting specimens in a normal as well as a fast writing speed. Here, "time" works as a constraining factor, since we focus on the rate of writing stroke movement with respect to time. Although some structural distortion may occur due to fast writing, we believe that some implicit characteristics are retained in slow/regular as well as fast handwriting. Handwriting samples of a writer, speeded-up over time, are shown in Fig.1 . Here we consider offline handwriting of an alpha-syllabary Indic script: Bengali (or, Bangla) [5] . Recent advancements in writer identification on Indic scripts are reported in [6] . The characteristics of Bengali script can be found in [5] . On the perspective of writer identification, some useful characteristics of Bengali handwriting are mentioned in [6] , for example, matra/headline, delta, hole, coil shape etc. We have noted that such Bengali handwriting characteristics along with classical general handwriting characteristics (inter-text-line and interword gap, text-line skew, word/character slant, height/width of character etc.) usually vary with writing speed.
A realistic situation may arise when we have to identify/ verify the writer from a quickly written specimen, while the system has the prior training on slow/regular handwriting. In this paper, we tackle this problem by a feature-based classification system. We utilize three types of hand-crafted features and two types of CNN (Convolutional Neural Network)-extracted/ automatically-derived features. For writer classification, the hand-crafted features and the auto-derived features are fed to an SVM (Support Vector Machine) and RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) classifiers, respectively.
The contributions of our work in this paper are as follows: i) identifying/verifying a writer at various writing speeds, ii) dealing with both hand-crafted and auto-derived features for writer identification/verification, iii) approaching a relatively new patch selection strategy for automated feature extraction using CNNs without normalizing the input image, iv) identifying/verifying a writer using a hybrid neural model (CNN and RNN), v) working with an offline Bengali handwritten database from 100 writers containing handwriting at various speeds.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Sec. 2 describes the proposed method. Then, the experiments and results are presented in Sec. 3. Finally, Sec. 4 concludes the paper.
PROPOSED METHOD
In the preprocessing stage, we label the components of a handwritten page using a relatively faster single-pass connected component labeling algorithm [7] . The text region is extracted after removal of the doodle/drawing-like non-text components if any, using the method of [8] . In the text region, the struck-out texts are also deleted by employing the method of [9] . This is performed to remove the negative impact of struck-out text on writer identification [4] . Very small sized components such as dot, dash, comma, colon etc. and noise are also removed. The text-lines and words are segmented using an off-the-shelf 2D Gaussian filter-based method GOLESTAN-a, as discussed in [10] . Character level segmentation is also performed using the water reservoir principle-based method of [11] . Although the handwritten words have encouraging discriminatory power [14] in the writer identification task, some off-the-shelf features require character level information.
A writer identification task can be viewed as a multi-class classification problem, where the task is to assign the writer-id to the handwritten specimens. Similarly, writer verification can be perceived as a binary classification problem where the task is to answer yes/no to a questioned handwritten sample whether it has been written by a particular writer.
The features used for this classification (writer identification) task are described below.
Feature Extraction
We employ both classical hand-crafted features and ontrend automatically-derived features to address this writer identification/verification task.
The hand-crafted features used are described in Sec. Two paragraph-level macro features are also considered: height to width ratio of a paragraph, i.e., aspect ratio (f 12 ) and margin width (f 13 ). Three more word-level macro features are also employed, which are upper zone ratio (f 14 ), lower zone ratio (f 15 ) and length (f 16 ).
The character-level micro features contain 192-bits gradient, 192-bits structural and 128-bits concavity features. The detailed description of these features can be found in [12] .
The macro and micro features are combined to generate F MM .
Contour Direction and Hinge Features (F DH ):
For writer identification, stroke direction and curvaturebased features have worked well [1, 2] . We have used the popular contour direction and hinge distribution of handwritten strokes proposed by Bulacu and Schomaker [13] .
Along the writing stroke contour, the angle (φ) histogram is generated and normalized into a probability distribution p f (φ). From the horizontal direction, the angle (φ) is calculated as: Hence, 15 o per bin is employed. Therefore, the dimension of this feature p f (φ) or f cd is 12.
In [13] , for the contour hinge feature f ch , two contour fragments, joined to a common end, making angles φ1 and φ2 (φ2 ≥ φ1), spanning to all four quadrants (360 o ), are considered. A normalized histogram is generated with a joint probability distribution p f (φ1, φ2). In [13] , the number of histogram bins (n b ) has been set to 12, leading to n b (2n b +1) = 300-dimensional feature vector. Here, we set n b =16 and have obtained a feature vector of dimension 528.
By concatenating f cd and f ch , we obtain F DH .
Direction and Curvature Features at Keypoints (F DC ):
We intend to ascertain some similarities between handwriting specimens of an individual. Therefore, we focus on some points of interest, i.e. keypoints (p i ), on the handwritten strokes. These keypoints are obtained by combining some structural points (i.e. start/end, branch and curved points) and SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) keypoints on Bengali handwritten ink-strokes as described in [6] .
For direction and curvature feature extraction from offline handwritten strokes, we use the idea of "The NPen++ Recognizer" [15] which deals with online handwriting.
We calculate the writing direction between two connected keypoints p i and p i+1 in terms of Cosine and Sine values and use them as features f dc and f ds , respectively.
where, p i .x and p i .y are the row and column indices of p i and = √( +1 . − . ) 2 + ( +1 . − . ) 2 .
The curvature of writing stroke is the angle made by the line fragments ᵢ −1 ᵢ ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (from p i-1 to p i ) and ᵢ ᵢ +1 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (from p i to p i+1 ). The Cosine and Sine values of this angle are calculated and employed as features f cc and f cs , respectively.
For each of these four features (f dc , f ds , f cc , f cs ), we generate separate normalized histograms spanning the range of [-1, 1] with a number of bins n b = 200. Therefore, the dimension of each of these feature vectors is 200.
Combining f dc , f ds , f cc and f cs , we get F DC .
Auto-Derived CNN Features (F CNN1 & F CNN2 ):
For automatically derived features, we adopt the common LeNet-5 CNN architecture [19] and use it with some modifications on a number of convolutions, sub-sampling operations and feature maps, as per our requirements.
CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) usually takes a fixed size image as an input. However, resizing and normalizing the handwritten input image impedes the performance of writer identification [17] . Therefore, we use the patch-based idea of [18] with two modifications along with a CNN architecture, as follows:
(a) CNN-1 with character-level patch: We already have the character-level information from the pre-processing stage. We find the center of gravity ( ) of a segmented character image. We take a 128×128 neighbor window centering the , and consider it as a character-level patch input to the CNN-1.
The CNN-1 model consists of 5 convolutional layers, each followed by a sub-sampling (with max-pooling operation) layer. The filter size (N F ), kernel size (N K ) and the number of feature maps (N map ) for each of the convolutional layers (C j , for j=1,2,…,5) and subsampling/max-pooling layers (MP j , for j=1,2,…,5) for CNN-1 are provided in Fig. 2. (b) CNN-2 with keypoint-neighboring patch: We have obtained some keypoints on writing strokes, as mentioned in Sec. 2.1.3. A neighboring window of size 64×64 centered at a keypoint is used as a patch, which is fed to the CNN-2 architecture.
Here the CNN-2 model contains 4 convolutional layers and 4 sub-sampling/max-pooling layers. In Fig. 3 , we describe the filter size (N F ), kernel size (N K ) and the number of feature maps (N map ) for the convolutional layers (C j , for j=1,2,…,4) and subsampling/max-pooling layers (MP j , for j=1,2,…,4) of CNN-2.
Both of the CNN-1 and CNN-2 end with a fully connected layer (FC) with 1024 neurons. Therefore, CNN-1 and CNN-2 both produce 1024 dimensional feature-vectors F CNN1 and F CNN2 , respectively.
The patch selection is not performed through the classical sliding-window technique, since the text-lines are not skewnormalized. Sliding a window horizontally through the middle of the text-line main-body height is conceivable, but the possibility of information loss is high for highly skewed textlines and for less inter-text-line gaps.
The patch-window sizes are selected through experimental analysis. It may be noted that a major number of Bengali conjunct characters are elongated in the vertical rather than the horizontal, but we choose the character-level patch window (for CNN-1) as a square box. The reason is that we do not normalize the characters, and all the time the character does not properly fit inside a specific sized box. So, sometimes neighboring character components may fall inside this box due to improper character segmentation and sometimes few portions of a single character may remain out of this box. Therefore, we come up with a trade-off of experimentally choosing a 128×128 square window.
The patch around keypoints (for CNN-2) is also selected as a square box for usual symmetric coverage, and the 64×64 size is chosen through empirical learning.
Classification
The extracted features are to be fed into some classifier to assign writer-id on a questioned handwriting specimen. Here the hand-crafted features are fed into an SVM classifier and the auto-derived features are supplied to an RNN model. These classifiers are described as follow.
. .
Support Vector Machine (SVM):
To deal with hand-crafted features, we employ the SVM with an RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel [20] as a classifier, since it works better than MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron), k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbors), MQDF (Modified Quadratic Discriminant Function) and SVM-linear in handwriting analysis [25, 9] . The SVM-RBF hyper-parameters (γ and C) are required to be tuned to control the decision boundary and to avoid over-fitting [21] . Such parameters are chosen from a tuning set for the optimal performance of the classifier. This process is known as "model selection". For this model selection, a traditional grid-searching technique is used [20] . Here k-fold cross-validation is employed on the training set. The choice of grid-searching range, selection of γ and C, and the choice of k are discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN):
We employ a bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [22] for the automatically extracted features from both CNN-1 and CNN-2. The RNN input layer contains exactly the same number of nodes as the dimension of the feature vector, i.e. 1024. The total number of individual writer classes denotes the number of nodes of the output layer. One ϵ node at the output layer is kept extra as null. We employ two distinct hidden layers for the forward and backward sequences, separately. Here, LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [23] blocks are engaged as hidden units. These two hidden layers contain 512 and 256 LSTM memory cells, respectively. Such a recurrent net prevents the occurrence of the so-called "vanishing gradient problem" [24] . The combination of bidirectional RNN and LSTM is frequently called a BLSTM (Bidirectional LSTM) architecture [24] . All the metaparameters are tuned and optimized using a tuning set, discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, at first, we discuss the databases employed for the experiments.
Database Generation
For experimental analysis, we required a database of the handwriting of a writer at various speeds (slow, medium and fast). We did not find any such publicly available database. Therefore, it was necessary to generate a new database containing such handwriting specimens.
However, we did not generate the database in the traditional way of asking volunteers to write at various speeds, because this would impede the natural flow of writing.
Besides, it was quite difficult to collect the previously written handwritings at various speeds from a large number of writers. Most of the daily writings were written in normal speed with various pens and papers, and a uniform data collection setup was missing.
Therefore, we come up with a different strategy for this type of database generation. We note that in real-life school examinations, the students generally write in various speeds (first few pages in slow/normal, last few pages in fast and inbetween pages in medium speed), since the examination time is limited, and to score good marks, the students have the usual target to answer the question paper on time. So, the students/writers are in a hurry while the exam clock is ticking towards the end. However, there are a few students who have no target to complete the answer within time and go on writing at same speed. Therefore, we have selected some strategies to collect suitable data by maintaining uniformity for this data collection, and those are as follows: i) Time: The examination duration time was remained fixed, that was 3 hours. Here, the time works as a constraint to ascertain the increase/decrease of writing speed.
ii) Question type: We selected a 100 marks Bengali literature examination paper, where most of the question types were broad subjective, neither the short nor MCQ (Multiple Choice Questions) types.
iii) Script: The answers were written in Bengali script. iv) Paper: For writing the answers, blank white pages of 65 GSM (g/m 2 ) with fixed size of 215.9×355.6 mm 2 were provided. v) Pen: The writers used their own pens. Most of the pens were of black/blue ink and 0.5-1.0 mm ball-pointed. vi) Writer: The writers were native Bengali from West Bengal, India, and students of VIII-XII grade Bengali-medium public schools. The writers were mostly teenagers with ages between 13-19 years. The ratio of male : female writers was 31: 19. vii) Page selection strategy: We chose the answer script of such a student who scored at least 50% and wrote at least 6 full pages. A total of 100 writers were chosen in this way.
Finally, the selected pages were scanned by a flat-bed scanner at 300 dpi (dots per inch) in 256 gray-values.
In our database, besides the speed-variant handwritings (those vary with time and speed), we keep the speed-invariant writings to make this dataset challenging and to add the flavor of real-time applications.
We now divide the total dataset of handwritings of 100 writers into three sets, as follows. a) Slow writing set (S S ): This set contains first two handwritten pages of the answer-script of every writer. We consider this as slow, since we note that usually at the beginning of the examination, the student writes at his/her own regular pace of neat/clean writing to answer the wellstudied questions.
b) Fast writing set (S F ): The last two full pages of the answer book of each writer are kept in this set because a student generally ends the exam in hurry. So, the possibility of fast writing in the final pages is quite high. c) Medium writing set (S M ): In between the first and last two pages each, i.e. pages except in S S and S F , we consider two middle pages of each writer for this subset. This set shows a change of writing speed from slow to fast, as its name suggests, writing in the medium pace.
Furthermore, each set S S , S M and S F, consisting of two pages of the writing of all 100 writers, is divided into two subsets. So that, S S1 ∪S S2 = S S ; S M1 ∪S M2 = S M ; S F1 ∪S F2 = S F , and each subset S S1 , S S2 , S M1 , S M2 , S F1 and S F2 contains a single handwritten page of 100 writers.
Results and Evaluation
In this subsection, we present the experimental results and analyze the performance of our writer identification method using both hand-crafted and auto-derived features.
Writer Identification using Hand-Crafted Features with SVM:
From our generated database, we used 50% of the data for training and the rest for testing. More precisely, the sets S S1 , S M1 , S F1 were employed as training set and S S2 , S M2 , S F2 were used for testing purpose.
The hand-crafted feature set F MM , F DH and F DC were separately fed to the SVM-RBF classifier, for writer identification. The hyper-parameters (γ and C) of the SVM-RBF were tuned using the training set. ]. Here 5-fold crossvalidation was used.
For writer identification, we employed the Top-N criterion, where the possible writer belonged to a reduced set of 'N' (<< total number of writers) individuals. Here, we chose Top-1, Top-2 and Top-5 criteria, and provided the performance in terms of F-Measure.
The writer identification and verification performance, employing the hand-crafted features, is presented in the tophalf of TABLE I.
We intend to ascertain the performance of our system when training is done on one handwriting speed and testing is done in the other speed of writing. For example, training is performed on the slow handwriting set (S S1 ) while testing is performed on the fast handwriting (S F2 ). Such types of experimental analysis are essential in real-time while handwriting of a particular speed is missing in the training phase. We also performed the experiment with several combinations of training set S S1 , S M1 , S F1 and test set S S2 , S M2 , S F2 .
Overall, F DH worked best among the hand-crafted features. We have obtained least F-Measure performance from F MM .
Writer Identification using Auto-Derived Features with RNN:
Here also, like Sec. 3.2.1, we used the sets S S1 , S M1 , S F1 for training and S S2 , S M2 , S F2 for testing.
The auto-derived features F CNN1 and F CNN2 were fed to a bidirectional recurrent neural model for writer identification. For training purpose, we employed the stochastic gradient descent with a momentum term of 0.9 . The initial learning rate was 10 -3 , decreased by 10% until the stable validation loss. The training epochs were increased from 1,000 up to 40,000.
The performances, in terms of F-Measure, of our method for writer identification (Top-1, Top-2 and Top-5) and writer verification using auto-derived features are shown in bottomhalf of TABLE I.
Here also, we used several combinations of speed varying handwriting for training and testing.
Overall, the auto-derived features performed better than hand-crafted features for writer identification and verification. Among auto-derived features, the F CNN2 worked better than F CNN1 .
Observations
Here we discuss some observations on the experimental analysis. But before discussing these, we use a term T xy for easy understanding.
The term T xy , for x, y ϵ { S , M , F }, represents an experimental setup, where training is done on dataset having 'x' handwriting speed and testing is performed on dataset having 'y' handwriting speed. Also, S , M and F denote Slow, Medium and Fast speed of handwriting. For example, T SM denotes the experimental setup, where training is executed on the handwriting of Slow speed, and testing is performed on the Medium speed of handwriting dataset. Likewise, T FF denotes while training and testing both are executed on the dataset of Fast handwriting speed. Similarly, possible combinations such as T SS , T MM , T MS , T SF , T FS , T MF and T FM can be represented.
From the experimental results, our observations are as follows:
i) Training and testing both executed on the same handwriting speed perform better. In other words, the experimental setups T SS , T MM , T FF perform better than other setups.
Also, among T SS , T MM and T FF , the overall performance of T SS is best, and T MM setup performs better than T FF . All performances are in terms of F-Measure as shown in TABLE I.
Although T SS exhibits better performance than T MM , and T MM performs better than T FF , the differences between nearby pairs are about 1% only. This implies that our system is quite robust with respect to work with different handwriting speeds.
ii) Overall performance degrades when training and testing are performed on the different speeds of handwriting. Among the rest setups T SM , T MS , T SF , T FS , T MF and T FM , the performance of T SM and T MS are higher than others (refer TABLE I).
In Fig. 4 , we graphically show the performances of these experimental setups with respect to the Top-1 writer identification F-Measure outcome. Here, it can be observed that the performances of T SF , T FS , T MF , T FM setups are distinctively lower than T SM , T MS . On our database, T MS performs slightly better than T SM . It means, the training with slow writing and testing with medium writing speed, and its converse will work almost equally well.
iii) For writer identification/verification on our database, the auto-derived feature-based deep learning model outperforms the hand-crafted feature-based classifier as shown in TABLE I.
Comparative Study
We did not find any research work on writer identification/ verification dealing with various handwriting speeds. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt of its kind. . * 43.65% F-Measure has been obtained for Top-1 writer identification by employing hand-crafted feature FMM, when training is performed on SS1 (set of Slow handwriting speed) and testing is conducted on SM2 (set of Medium handwriting speed). 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider identification/verification of a writer with his/her writing at various speeds. We employ both hand-crafted and auto-derived features for our task. The handcrafted features are fed into an SVM classifier and the autoderived CNN-extracted features are supplied to a recurrent neural network. We generate an offline Bengali handwriting database from 100 writers at their various writing speeds. After experimentation on our database, we observe that by training and testing both on same speed of writing, our system produces the encouraging outcome. However, by training and testing on different handwriting speeds, the performances of our system deteriorate. In such practical scenario, when the writing of a particular speed is missing for training, the stateof-the-art methods do not perform so well. Here, the autoderived feature-based deep-learning model has shown some encouraging potential. In future, we will try to exploit this potential and find some latent characteristics of a person from his/her scribbling at various speeds.
